nested oscillations execute elementary linguistic computations', adding that this theory 'goes considerably beyond existing models'. This model will be refined, taking into account recent findings concerning, for instance, travelling oscillations.
It will further be argued that this phase code can be explained through reference to the domestication syndrome and the 'globularity' hypothesis (Benítez-Burraco et al., 2017) , such that the human braincase permits a reduction in 'spatial inequalities' (Salami et al., 2003) between cortical and subcortical regions documented in less globular brains. The MEG data presented will be shown to be in line with this position.
In addition, a critique of recent neuroethological work is presented. For instance, Kikuchi et al. (2017) claim to find no differences in the cross-frequency coupling profiles of humans and monkeys, however they only examine coupling between low frequencies and γ, and not between low frequencies such as δ, θ and β. Upon its emergence, the human-specific oscillatory profile would have interfaced with more ancient systems shared with other primates, in turn influencing and modifying the internal organisation of such systems through a process of 'reciprocal causation' (Walsh 2015) . As a result, the emergence of the presently proposed neural code would likely have re-shaped the representations of the conceptual systems it interfaced with. It is argued that this can explain why primate call units appear to be lacking in the diverse array of language-specific representations. More specifically, it is argued that domestication can be used as a model system for the Extended Evolutionary Synthesis (Zeder, 2017) and can enhance our understanding of reciprocal causation and niche-construction, which in turn allows neurolinguistics to make more direct contact with the life sciences.
Lastly, the potential for cross-frequency coupling to derive the computational complexity of hierarchically organised phrase structures is explored in order to construct a set of working hypotheses concerning the role of particular neural oscillations in linguistic computation. Processes once deemed highly domain specific -from grid cells to the theta-gamma code for working memory -are increasingly being shown to execute generic computations operating over items stored across distinct representational domains (Constantinescu et al., 2016; Kriegeskorte & Storrs, 2016; Lisman & Jensen, 2013) , and the consequences of this for the language sciences are presented. It will be argued that a number of recent studies claiming to make substantial insights into the oscillatory nature of language have engaged primarily in data redescription rather than theory-construction, and this discussion will be used to motivate a neurobiologically feasible model of syntactic computation which brings with it direct consequences for more traditional, cartographic models.
